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Winds of Change Reza Pahlavi 2001-12-18 The son of the deposed Shah of Iran reflects on Iran's
political situation (without mentioning his father) and argues for a campaign of civil disobedience to the
current Iranian regime that would hopefully lead to a constitutional monarchy restoring a Pahlavi to the
throne of Iran. He discusses energy policy, foreign policy, and the Iranian Diaspora suggesting that the
policies of the current clerical leaders of Iran have led to disastrous results for the Iranian people. He
counters this with some rather bland bromides about international cooperation, secularization, selfdetermination, and cultural preservation. If brought back to the throne, he claims he will consult all of
the Iranian people in governing the nation. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
The Penang Collection Clare Flynn 2021-03-04 Three powerful novels from a prize-winning storyteller
Set before, during and after World War 2 on the beautiful Far Eastern island of Penang, these books
and their memorable characters will keep you up all night reading THE PEARL OF PENANG – EVIE'S
STORY In 1939, lonely and without prospects, Evie Fraser accepts a marriage proposal by post from a
man she barely knows. Evie leaves her quiet English village for a new life on the exotic tropical island of
Penang. Soon she finds herself pitched against her new husband on the one hand and the shallow
spiteful world of the expatriate British on the other. Has she made a terrible life-changing mistake?
Winner of the 2020 BookBrunch Selfies award for Adult Fiction PRISONER FROM PENANG – MARY'S
STORY In late 1941, when the Japanese attack Penang, Mary Helston flees to the safe haven of
Singapore, only for it to fall within weeks. Imprisoned by the Japanese on the nearby islands of
Sumatra, Mary and her fellow women internees begin a desperate struggle for survival. But it's not only
the Japanese and starvation that Mary is up against, as with her in the camp is the one woman Mary has
good cause to laothe with a passion. A PAINTER IN PENANG – JASMINE'S STORY The war is over and
Evie's unhappy step daughter, Jasmine, is desperate to return to the island of Penang where she grew
up. When Mary, Evie's best friend, offers to host Jasmine, the sixteen year-old is over the moon. As
Jasmine settles into her new life, enjoying her painting, communist surgents begin the reign of terror
that becomes the Malayan Emergency. Before long, Jasmine is drawn into a world of danger and secrets
from the past that will force her to grow up faster than she had expected. "In this testament to the
strength of female friendship and endurance under the harshest of conditions, Flynn has imagined the
unimaginable - a dazzling achievement." Linda Gillard, author of The Memory Tree and House of
Silence. "A powerful and moving story of atrocity and of the human heart’s ability to love, endure and,
perhaps, find love again." Lorna Fergusson, Author and Owner of FictionFire "a core of joy and warmth
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in it. It gives hope. Which is something everyone in the world needs at the moment." (Books by Bindu
blog_
Scrapbook of a Roving Highlander Brian Stewart 2002-01-01
Pai Naa Dorothy Thatcher 2017-07-01 By the time the British surrendered to the Japanese in February
1942 at the fall Singapore, nearly all white civilians had left Malaya. One remarkable exception to the
white flight was Nona Baker, ‘a parson’s youngest daughter’ from Dunstable, Bedfordshire. Nona Baker
and her brother, Vin, general manager of Sungei Lembing tin mine in Pahang, stayed behind in the
Malayan jungle and were later adopted by Chinese guerrillas (who, after World War Two, would become
the Communist terrorists of the Malayan Emergency). Against all odds, this remarkable, brave young
woman, known as Pai Naa (White Nona), remained in the jungle for three years, avoiding capture by the
Japanese and betrayal by spies before being delivered safely into the care of war hero Freddie Spencer
Chapman. With hair cut short Nona Baker worked alongside the men while under constant threat of
discovery and certain death, and with the men she suffered from malaria, dysentery, beriberi, hunger
and, above all, fear.
The Long Day Wanes Anthony Burgess 1992 Set in postwar Malaya at the time when people and
governments alike are bemused and dazzled by the turmoil of independence, this three-part novel is
rich in hilarious comedy and razor-sharp in observation. The protagonist of the work is Victor Crabbe, a
teacher in a multiracial school in a squalid village, who moves upward in position as he and his wife
maintain a steady decadent progress backward. A sweetly satiric look at the twilight days of
colonialism.
Jaipong Dancer Patrick Sweeting 2012-05-01 Set in Sumatra in the 1950s, Jaipong Dancer is a story of
lost innocence and complex moral dilemmas. It follows the journey of Yahyu, a young Javanese dancer,
who runs away from a forced marriage and becomes unwittingly involved in the violent struggle for
Sumatra’s independence from Jakarta. On her long passage from fame to degradation Yahyu
experiences love, hate, sexual slavery and the horror of the rebels’ last bloody battle deep in the
Barisan Mountains. During her short life Yahyu has been a mother, a wife, a murderer and a whore,
while struggling to keep her basic belief in right and wrong. Could anyone, particularly her lost
husband and child, ever understand and accept her fall from grace?
The Birth of the Modern World, 1780-1914 C. A. Bayly 2004-01 This book is a thematic history of
the world from 1780, the pivotal year of the revolutionary age, to the outbreak of the First World War in
1914. It brings together historical data and arguments from different societies in order to show how
interconnected the world was, even before the onset of modern globalization. "The Birth of the Modern
World, 1780-1914 demonstrates how events in Asia, Africa, and South America, from the decline of the
eighteenth-century Islamic empires to the anti-European Boxer rebellion of 1900 in China, had a direct
impact on European and American history. Conversely, it sketches the "ripple effects" of crises such as
the European revolutions and the American Civil War. The book also considers the great themes of the
nineteenth-century world: the rise of the modern state, industrialization, liberalism, and the progress of
world religions. Engaging and original, this book both challenges and complements the dominant
regional and national approaches traditionally adopted by historians.
You'll Die in Singapore Charles McCormac 2015-12-01 Weakened by hunger, thirst and ill-treatment,
author Charles McCormac, then a World War Two prisoner-of-war in Japanese-occupied Singapore,
knew that if he did not escape he would die. With sixteen others he broke out of Pasir Panjang camp
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and began an epic two-thousand-mile escape from the island of Singapore, through the jungles of
Indonesia to Australia. With no compass and no map, and only the goodwill of villagers and their own
wits to rely on, the British and Australian POWs’ escape took a staggering five months and only two out
of the original seventeen men survived. You’ll Die in Singapore is Charles McCormac’s compelling true
account of one of the most horrifying and amazing escapes in World War Two. It is a story of courage,
endurance and compassion, and makes for a very gripping read.
Deception Adrian Levy 2010-08-10 The shocking, three-decade story of A. Q. Khan and Pakistan's
nuclear program, and the complicity of the United States in the spread of nuclear weaponry. On
December 15, 1975, A. Q. Khan-a young Pakistani scientist working in Holland-stole top-secret
blueprints for a revolutionary new process to arm a nuclear bomb. His original intention, and that of his
government, was purely patriotic-to provide Pakistan a counter to India's recently unveiled nuclear
device. However, as Adrian Levy and Catherine Scott-Clark chillingly relate in their masterful
investigation of Khan's career over the past thirty years, over time that limited ambition mushroomed
into the world's largest clandestine network engaged in selling nuclear secrets-a mercenary and illicit
program managed by the Pakistani military and made possible, in large part, by aid money from the
United States, Saudi Arabia, and Libya, and by indiscriminate assistance from China. Based on
hundreds of interviews in the United States, Pakistan, India, Israel, Europe, and Southeast Asia,
Deception is a masterwork of reportage and dramatic storytelling by two of the world's most resourceful
investigative journalists. Urgently important, it should stimulate debate and command a reexamination
of our national priorities.
A Painter in Penang Clare Flynn 2020-10-06 Sixteen-year-old Jasmine Barrington hates everything
about living in Kenya and longs to return to the island of Penang in British colonial Malaya where she
was born. Expulsion from her Nairobi convent school offers a welcome escape – the chance to stay with
her parents’ friends, Mary and Reggie Hyde-Underwood on their Penang rubber estate. But this is 1948
and communist insurgents are embarking on a reign of terror in what becomes the Malayan Emergency.
Jasmine goes through testing experiences – confronting heartache, a shocking past secret and danger.
Throughout it all, the one constant in her life is her passion for painting. From the international bestselling and award-winning author of The Pearl of Penang, this is a dramatic coming of age story, set
against the backdrop of a tropical paradise torn apart by civil war.
Culture and Imperialism Edward W. Said 2012-10-24 A landmark work from the author of Orientalism
that explores the long-overlooked connections between the Western imperial endeavor and the culture
that both reflected and reinforced it. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as the Western
powers built empires that stretched from Australia to the West Indies, Western artists created
masterpieces ranging from Mansfield Park to Heart of Darkness and Aida. Yet most cultural critics
continue to see these phenomena as separate. Edward Said looks at these works alongside those of such
writers as W. B. Yeats, Chinua Achebe, and Salman Rushdie to show how subject peoples produced
their own vigorous cultures of opposition and resistance. Vast in scope and stunning in its erudition,
Culture and Imperialism reopens the dialogue between literature and the life of its time.
British Intelligence and Covert Action Jonathan Bloch 1983
Historical Dictionary of the Indochina War (1945-1954) Christopher E. Goscha 2015
Studies in Intelligence 2010
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The Malayan Emergency Karl Hack 2021-12-16 The Malayan Emergency of 1948–1960 has been
scrutinised for 'lessons' about how to win counterinsurgencies from the Vietnam War to twenty-first
century Afghanistan. This book brings our understanding of the conflict up to date by interweaving
government and insurgent accounts and looking at how they played out at local level. Drawing on oral
history, recent memoirs and declassified archival material from the UK and Asia, Karl Hack offers a
comprehensive, multi-perspective account of the Malayan Emergency and its impact on Malaysia. He
sheds new light on questions about terror and violence against civilians, how insurgency and
decolonisation interacted and how revolution was defeated. He considers how government policies such
as pressurising villagers, resettlement and winning 'hearts and minds' can be judged from the
perspective of insurgents and civilians. This timely book is the first truly multi-perspective and in-depth
study of anti-colonial resistance and counterinsurgency in the Malayan Emergency.
The Jungle is Neutral Spencer F. Chapman 2006 A story of guerrilla warfare against the Japanese in
Malaya, this title is an inspiring account of survival against the odds, the elements and the Japanese
army in World War Two.
Keystone of 22 SAS Alan Hoe 2019-04-25 The future of the Special Air Service was uncertain after the
WWII. Resurrected as 22 SAS Regiment for the Malayan Emergency, it evolved into the elite fighting
force it is today. Of the small group of motivated officers responsible for the renaissance, Lieutenant
Colonel Woodhouse stands.
Wild Bill Donovan Douglas Waller 2011-02-08 “Entertaining history…Donovan was a combination of
bold innovator and imprudent rule bender, which made him not only a remarkable wartime leader but
also an extraordinary figure in American history” (The New York Times Book Review). He was one of
America’s most exciting and secretive generals—the man Franklin Roosevelt made his top spy in World
War II. A mythic figure whose legacy is still intensely debated, “Wild Bill” Donovan was director of the
Office of Strategic Services (the country’s first national intelligence agency) and the father of today’s
CIA. Donovan introduced the nation to the dark arts of covert warfare on a scale it had never seen
before. Now, veteran journalist Douglas Waller has mined government and private archives throughout
the United States and England, drawn on thousands of pages of recently declassified documents, and
interviewed scores of Donovan’s relatives, friends, and associates to produce a riveting biography of
one of the most powerful men in modern espionage. William Joseph Donovan’s life was packed with
personal drama. The son of poor Irish Catholic parents, he married into Protestant wealth and fought
heroically in World War I, where he earned the nickname “Wild Bill” for his intense leadership and the
Medal of Honor for his heroism. After the war he made millions as a Republican lawyer on Wall Street
until FDR, a Democrat, tapped him to be his strategic intelligence chief. A charismatic leader, Donovan
was revered by his secret agents. Yet at times he was reckless—risking his life unnecessarily in war
zones, engaging in extramarital affairs that became fodder for his political enemies—and he endured
heartbreaking tragedy when family members died at young ages. Wild Bill Donovan reads like an actionpacked spy thriller, with stories of daring young men and women in his OSS sneaking behind enemy
lines for sabotage, breaking into Washington embassies to steal secrets, plotting to topple Adolf Hitler,
and suffering brutal torture or death when they were captured by the Gestapo. It is also a tale of
political intrigue, of infighting at the highest levels of government, of powerful men pitted against one
another. Donovan fought enemies at home as often as the Axis abroad. Generals in the Pentagon plotted
against him. J. Edgar Hoover had FBI agents dig up dirt on him. Donovan stole secrets from the Soviets
before the dawn of the Cold War and had intense battles with Winston Churchill and British spy chiefs
over foreign turf. Separating fact from fiction, Waller investigates the successes and the occasional
spectacular failures of Donovan’s intelligence career. It makes for a gripping and revealing portrait of
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this most controversial spymaster.
The Cambridge Illustrated History of the Islamic World Francis Robinson 1996 This book presents a
rounded picture of Islam, from current issues of fundamentalism, to its culture and art.
Studies in Intelligence Barbara F. Pace 2002-04-30
Templer and the Road to Malayan Independence Leon Comber 2016-05-13 Dr Comber's account of
General Templer's administration in Malaya as High Commissioner and Director of Operations
(1952-54) during the Malayan Emergency departs from the usually accepted orthodox assessment of his
time in Malaya by focusing on the political and socioeconomic aspects of his governance rather than the
military. In doing so, Dr Comber has relied mainly on primary and other first-hand sources, including
the confidential reports sent from Malaya by the Australian Commission to the Australian government in
Canberra, and the private papers of some of the leading Malayan politicians of the time with whom
Templer had dealings which have been deposited in the ISEAS Library, Singapore, many of which have
not been used before.The evidence and facts that Dr Comber marshals in this study reflect well the
reservations that were often felt about General Templer's authoritarian form of government. While he
was a good general and had an impressive military record, his administration in Malaya was marred by
a lack of understanding of the background to Malaya's history and the subtleties that are inherent in its
culture and way of life which would have enabled him to come to terms more easily with the aspirations
of the Malayan people for self-government and independence.
Spymaster Ted Shackley 2014-05-27 The death of CIA operative Theodore G. "Ted" Shackley in
December 2002 triggered an avalanche of obituaries from all over the world, some of them
condemnatory. Pundits used such expressions as "heroin trafficking," "training terrorists," "attempts to
assassinate Castro," and "Mob connections." More specifically, they charged him with having played a
major role in the Chilean military coup of 1973. But who was the real Ted Shackley? In Spymaster, he
has told the story of his entire remarkable career for the first time. With the assistance of fellow former
CIA officer Richard A. Finney, he discusses the consequential posts he held in Berlin, Miami, Laos,
Vietnam, and Washington, where he was intimately involved in some of the key intelligence operations
of the Cold War. During his long career, Shackley ran part of the inter-agency program to overthrow
Castro, was chief of station in Vientiane during the CIA's "secret war" against North Vietnam and the
Pathet Lao, and was chief of station in Saigon. After his retirement, he remained a controversial figure.
In the early eighties, he was falsely charged with complicity in the Iran-Contra scandal. Ted Shackley's
comments on CIA operations in Europe, Cuba, Chile, and Southeast Asia and on the life of a high-stakes
spymaster will be the subject of intense scrutiny by all concerned with the fields of intelligence, foreign
policy, and postwar U.S. history.
Mengele Gerald L. Posner 2000-08-08 Based on exclusive and unrestricted access to more than 5,000
pages of personal writings and family photos, this definitive biography of German physician and SSHauptsturmfuhrer Josef Mengele (1911-1979) probes the personality and motivations of Auschwitz's
"Angel of Death." From May 1943 through January 1945, Mengele selected who would be gassed
immediately, who would be worked to death, and who would serve as involuntary guinea pigs for his
spurious and ghastly human experiments (twins were Mengele's particular obsession). With authority
and insight, Mengele examines the entire life of the world's most infamous doctor.
Jungle Soldier Brian Moynahan 2013-05-16 Arctic explorer, survival expert and naturalist Freddy
Spencer Chapman was trapped behind enemy lines when the Japanese overran Malaya in 1942. His
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response was to begin a commando campaign of such lethal effectiveness that the Japanese deployed an
entire regiment against him, hunting for him as they did for no other. He was wounded, and racked by
tropical disease. His companions were killed, or captured and then beheaded. Cut off from friendly
forces, his only shelter the deep jungle, Chapman held out for three years and five months. Jungle
Soldier recounts the thrilling and unforgettable adventures of the north country orphan who survived
against all odds to become a legend of guerrilla warfare.
The Boat Walter Gibson 2007-07-01 In 1942 a ship carrying 500 escapees from Japanese-occupied
Singapore set sail for Ceylon. Halfway to safety she was torpedoed and sank. Only one lifeboat was
launched—a lifeboat built to carry twenty-eight but to which 135 souls now looked to for salvation. For
twenty-six days, cannibalism, murder, heroism, and self-sacrifice drifted with her. There were only four
survivors.
Behind Enemy Lines Richard Bath 2011-01-11 With three Military Crosses, three Croix de guerre, a
Légion d'honneur and a papal knighthood for his heroics during the Second World War, Sir Tommy
Macpherson is the most decorated living soldier of the British Army. Yet for 65 years the Highlander's
story has remained untold. Few know how, aged 21, he persuaded 23,000 SS soldiers of the feared Das
Reich tank column to surrender, or how Tommy almost single-handedly stopped Tito's Yugoslavia
annexing the whole of north-east Italy. Twice captured, he escaped both times, marching through
hundreds of miles of German-held territory to get home. Still a schoolboy when war broke out, Tommy
quickly matured into a legendary commando, and his remarkable story features a dizzyingly diverse
cast of characters, including Winston Churchill, Field Marshal Montgomery and Charles de Gaulle.
A Company of Planters John Dodd 2017-07-01 Through a collection of letters written to his best friend
and to his father in England, and from his own personal diary entries, John Dodd’s memoir offers a
fascinating and amusing glimpse of life as a colonial rubber planter. With true stories and confessions
that would make even Somerset Maugham blush, we discover what life was really like for young
colonial planters in late-1950s Malaya. Increasing daily rubber output may have been their goal but for
the young planters the bigger picture of chasing girls and finding a ‘keep’ was of much greater
importance. But life was more than just a series of stengahs in the clubhouse, dalliances in the Chinese
brothels of Penang and charming ‘pillow dictionaries’ – there were strikes, riots, snakes, plantation fires
and deadly ambushes by Communist terrorists to contend with. Set against the backdrop of the
Emergency period, the rise of nationalism and Malaya’s subsequent Independence, A Company of
Planters is a very personal, moving and humorous account of one man’s experiences on the frequently
isolated rubber plantations of colonial Malaya.
The Labyrinth Index Charles Stross 2018-10-30 “A bizarre yet effective yoking of the spy and horror
genres.” —The Washington Post Book World The Lovecraftian Singularity has descended upon the
world in The Labyrinth Index, beginning an exciting new story arc in Charles Stross' Hugo Awardwinning Laundry Files series! Since she was promoted to the head of the Lords Select Committee on
Sanguinary Affairs, every workday for Mhari Murphy has been a nightmare. It doesn’t help that her
boss, the new Prime Minister of Britain, is a manipulative and deceptive pain in the butt. But what else
can she expect when working under the thumb of none other than the elder god N’yar Lat-Hotep a.k.a
the Creeping Chaos? Mhari's most recent assignment takes her and a ragtag team of former Laundry
agents across the pond into the depths of North America. The United States president has gone missing.
Not that Americans are alarmed. For some mysterious reason, most of the country has forgotten the
executive branch even exists. Perhaps it has to do with the Nazgûl currently occupying the government
and attempting to summon Cthulhu. It's now up to Mhari and her team to race against the Nazgûl's
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vampire-manned dragnet to find and, for his own protection, kidnap the president. Who knew an
egomaniacal, malevolent deity would have a soft spot for international relations?
Our Man in Malaya Margaret Shennan 2015-04-01 The career of John Davis was inextricably and
paradoxically intertwined with that of Chin Peng, the leader of the Malayan Communist Party and the
man who was to become Britain’s chief enemy in the long Communist struggle for the soul of Malaya.
When the Japanese invaded Malaya during WWII, John Davis escaped to Ceylon, sailing 1,700 miles in a
Malay fishing boat, before planning the infiltration of Chinese intelligence agents and British officers
back into the Malayan peninsula. With the support of Chin Peng and the cooperation of the Malayan
Peoples Anti-Japanese Army, Davis led SOE Force 136 into Japanese-occupied Malaya where he
operated from camps deep in the jungle with Freddy Spencer Chapman and fellow covert agents. Yet
Davis was more than a wartime hero. Following the war, he was heavily involved in Malayan Emergency
affairs: squatter control, the establishment of New Villages and, vitally, of tracking down and
confronting his old adversary Chin Peng and the communist terrorists. Historian and biographer
Margaret Shennan, born and raised in Malaya and an expert on the British in pre-independence
Malaysia, tells the extraordinary, untold story of John Davis, CBE, DSO, an iconic figure in Malaya’s
colonial history. Illustrated with Davis’ personal photographs and featuring correspondence between
Davis and Chin Peng, this is a story which truly deserves to be told.
Australian Submarines Vol 2 Michael White 2015-11-01 The book commences with a discussion of the
policy issues as to whether Australia needed submarines and then the decision to buy AE1 and AE2. It
then goes through their coming to Australia, the tragic loss of AE1 in New Guinea on 14 September
1914 and the bravery and daring of the AE2 crew in penetrating the Dardanelles on Anzac Day in 1915.
The history then goes on to deal with the J-Class submarines that came to Australia in 1919, the first
Oxley and Otway (which went to the RN in the Depression in 1931), and the fact that in World War Two,
Australia had no submarines except for the Dutch K IX whose career ended with a battery explosion in
1944. Then the period of the RN Fourth Submarine Squadron based in Sydney is dealt with, including
some of the happy memories of those who served in it. The book sets out the story of the new RAN
submarine arm from 1963. When Oxley (S 57) arrived in Neutral Bay, Sydney, in 1967, so began the
new Australian era of submarines. The basic dates of the O Boats are outlined, along with the building
and basic dates of the Collins class. The book deals with some of the issues about the intelligence
patrols, about the Future Submarine and also records the numerous plaques, services, memorials and
museums in Australia and overseas dedicated to Australian submarines and Australian and NZ
submariners. There is a detailed chapter on special submarine craft such as the X-Craft in which some
of the submarine heroes like Max Sheean, Henty Henty-Creer and Ken Briggs served, and in some cases
died. The appendices to this book are numerous and detailed by a strong team from around the world,
including Garry Mellon, Barrie Downer and Pat Heffernan. Numerous photographs have been collected
and included in the book to fit in with the text from Darren Brown and others. The appendices also list
all Australian submariners who have qualified and served up until mid-2014, including those who have
died.
Railroad of Death John Coast 2014-05 A new edition of the 1946 bestseller, the first and best account of
forced labor on the Burma Railway John Coast was a young British Army officer who was taken prisoner
at the Fall of Singapore in February, 1942. He took notes and concealed them from the Japanese for
nearly three years, but lost them when he was forced to bury them to avoid repeated searches. Coast
had to write the book all over again while on the voyage home. His book is moving, dramatic, and
chilling in the detail it gives of the cruelty inflicted by Japanese and Korean soldiers on the prisoners
and Asian workers who died in even greater numbers working on the railway. Yet it is at the same time
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lyrical in its descriptions of the natural world surrounding the camps and the food and kindness shown
by some Thais to the prisoners. Coast brings to life the camps and towns of the Burma Railway and the
culture of Bali and Indonesia that allowed him to find some comfort and meaning amid the horror. This
new edition has an introduction and appendices which include transcriptions of his BBC interviews with
his Japanese captors and Takashi Nagase. Other appendices include never before published documents
which help reveal details about secret radios and attempted escapes masterminded by the talented
group of officers around Coast. It also includes an index and list of newly identified individuals
mentioned in the book.
Malayan Spymaster Boris Hembry 2011-08-01 This is a true story of 1930s Malaysia, of jungle
operations, submarines and spies in WWII, and of the postwar Malayan Emergency, as experienced by
an extraordinary man. Boris Hembry went out to Malaya as a rubber planter in 1930 to work on estates
in Malaya and Sumatra. Following the Japanese invasion in December 1941 he volunteered for Freddy
Spencer Chapman’s covert Stay Behind Party and spent a month in the jungle behind enemy lines
before escaping by sampan across the Malacca Strait to Sumatra. Hembry returned to Singapore
shortly before its surrender then escaped to Java and subsequently to India, where he joined V Force, a
clandestine intelligence unit operating in Burma. In 1943 Hembry was recruited into the Secret
Intelligence Service – given the bland cover name Inter-Services Liaison Department (ISLD) – and
returned to Sumatra and Malaya several times by submarine on intelligence-gathering missions. He
became Head of Malayan Country Section ISLD in 1944, liaised with Force 136, and was responsible for
the most successful intelligence coup of the Malayan war. After WWII, Hembry returned to planting at
Sungei Siput, Perak, where the murder of three colleagues on 16 June 1948 signalled the start of the
Malayan Emergency. Assuming the leadership of the local planting community, he formed the first
Home Guard unit in Malaya, was an early proponent of squatter control (later incorporated into the
Briggs Plan), served on district, state and federal security committees, and survived several attempts on
his life.
Planting Empire, Cultivating Subjects Lynn Hollen Lees 2017-12-21 Planting Empire, Cultivating
Subjects examines the stories of ordinary people to explore the internal workings of colonial rule.
Chinese, Indians, and Malays learned about being British through the plantations, towns, schools, and
newspapers of a modernizing colony. Yet they got mixed messages from the harsh, racial hierarchies of
sugar and rubber estates and cosmopolitan urban societies. Empire meant mobility, fluidity, and
hybridity, as well as the enactment of racial privilege and rigid ethnic differences. Using sources
ranging from administrative files, court transcripts and oral interviews to periodicals and material
culture, Professor Lees explores the nature and development of colonial governance, and the ways in
which Malayan residents experienced British rule in towns and plantations. This is an innovative study
demonstrating how empire brought with it both oppression and economic opportunity, shedding new
light on the shifting nature of colonial subjecthood and identity, as well as the memory and afterlife of
empire.
The Special Operations Executive in Malaya Rebecca Kenneison 2019-05-30 During World War II,
agents of the Special Operations Executive (SOE) infiltrated Japanese-occupied Malaya. There they
worked with Malayan guerrilla groups, including the communist-sponsored Malayan Peoples AntiJapanese Army (MPAJA), regarded as the precursor of the communist insurgent army of the Malayan
Emergency. This book traces the development of SOE's Malayan operations, and analyses the
interactions between SOE and the various guerrilla groups. It explores the reasons for and the extent of
Malay disillusionment with Japanese rule, and demonstrates how guerrilla service acted as a training
ground for some later Malay leaders of the independent nation. However, the reports written about the
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MPAJA by SOE operatives just after the war failed to draw out the likely future threat posed by the
communists to the returning colonial administration. Rebecca Kenneison shows that the British
possessed a wealth of local information, but failed to convert it into active intelligence in the period
prior to the Malayan Emergency. In doing so she provides new insights into the impact of SOE on
Malayan politics, the nature of Malayan communism's challenge to colonial rule, and British post-war
intelligence in Malaya.
Made In Malaysia Alexandra Wong 2014-08-01 When Alexandra Wong left her corporate job to pursue
her dream of being a writer, she didn't expect to open a treasure chest of experiences. Culture shock
and curtains of mosquitoes give way to familial warmth at an Iban longhouse. A French former nuclear
scientist who embraced Malaysia as his second home makes a weekend in Gua Musang even more
memorable. Pointers on how to be a serious and caring teacher emerge from one of her school's
naughtiest girls. And stirring displays of chivalry help Alexandra see titled and supposedly aloof public
figures in a different light. From the generosity of food vendors and selflessness of bus and taxi drivers
to innumerable life lessons learnt from friends both old and new, she knew from the very start she was
chasing something far more precious than her dream. A compilation of her popular Navel Gazer
columns in The Star and other stories, Made in Malaysia is about one woman's journey of discovery
across a historically and culturally rich and diverse land.
Historical Dictionary of Malaysia Ooi Keat Gin 2017-12-18 Malaysia is one of the most intriguing
countries in Asia in many respects. It consists of several distinct areas, not only geographically but
ethnically as well; along with Malays and related groups, the country has a very large Indian and
Chinese population. The spoken languages obviously vary at home, although Bahasa Malaysia is the
official language and nearly everyone speaks English. There is also a mixture of religions, with Islam
predominating among the Malays and others, Hinduism and Sikhism among the Indians, mainly Daoism
and Confucianism among the Chinese, but also some Christians as well as older indigenous beliefs in
certain places. This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Malaysia contains a chronology, an
introduction, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 500 crossreferenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture.
This book is an excellent resource for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about
Malaysia.
Malaya 1948-1960 – Emergency!! Never, Just a Forgotten War Joe P. Plant 2019-06-14 MALAYA
16th. June 1948. Early in the morning, 3 murders of Rubber Planters took place. All within the area of
Taiping Perak North Malaya. The names of the Planters were: - Mr. Arthur Walker. Manager of the
Elphin Rubber Estate. and Mr J.M. Allison, along with Mr. I.D. Christian of the Phin Soon Rubber
Estate. The two gangs of Murderers all Chinese, were Members of the Malaya Communist Party, under
the then Party Chairman Chin Peng. Chin Peng had been trained and fought alongside the British
Special Operations Executive Force 136. During the Japanese Occupation of Malaya from 1942 until
1945. Chin Peng’s objective was, to create a Communist Dictatorship in Malaya, after the cessation of
hostilities. Then take over from the British Government in Malaya, The Malaya Communist Party, began
to cause unrest creating strikes and acts of murder amongst the law-abiding Malayan people, whose
population was mainly of Chinese origin. In February 1947. Under a Treaty arranged by the British
Government. The Federated and Unfederated States of Malaya became one. Much against the Malayan
Communist Party’s wishes. Retaliating, they creating more havoc and unrest amongst the civilians, until
finally decided to. ‘Take up Arms’ against the British Government. The murders of the three Planters,
had the British High Commissioner Sir. Edward Gent forced to take action. Initiated a State of
Emergency in Perak, quickly followed throughout other States. Chin Peng ‘Declared War’ against the
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British. Subsequently, the atrocities spread throughout Malaya. The Civil Police were unable to control
the speeding violence and mayhem. Necessitating, the existing British and Gurkha Troops to take
control. Nevertheless, the Communist had taken their fight into the jungles of Malaya. Where for the
next 12 years, a Bloody War took place. It was called ‘THE EMERGENCY’ by the British Government,
due to the possible Insurance claims from both the Rubber Plantation and Tin Mines Owners. It cost the
lives of 1,818. Commonwealth Forces. & 1,026 Federation of Malaya Police. Over the following 12
years, it is estimated that in excess of 22,000, lost their lives consisting of, Commonwealth Forces of the
three Service’s, Federation of Malaya Police. Civilians, including the Chinese Communist Terrorist. Chin
Peng survived, escaped with the remains of his beaten Army, numbering less than 400 across the Malay
border into Thailand to remain an exile.
Massacre in Malaya Christopher Hale 2013-10-01 The Malayan Emergency (1948–60) was the longest
war waged by British and Commonwealth forces in the twentieth century. Fought against communist
guerrillas in the jungles of Malaya, this undeclared ‘war without a name’ had a powerful and covert
influence on American strategy in Vietnam. Many military historians still consider the Emergency an
exemplary, even inspiring, counterinsurgency conflict. Massacre in Malaya draws on recently released
files from British archives, as well as eyewitness accounts from both the government forces and
communist fighters, to challenge this view. It focuses on the notorious ‘Batang Kali Massacre’ – known
as ‘Britain’s My Lai’ – that took place in December, 1948, and reveals that British tactics in Malaya
were more ruthless than many historians concede. Counterinsurgency in Malaya, as in Kenya during the
same period, depended on massive resettlement programmes and ethnic cleansing, indiscriminate
aerial bombing and ruthless exploitation of aboriginal peoples, the Orang Asli. The Emergency was a
discriminatory war. In Malaya, the British built a brutal and pervasive security state – and bequeathed it
to modern Malaysia. The ‘Malayan Emergency’ was a bitterly fought war that still haunts the present.
Out in the Midday Sun Margaret Shennan 2015-11-01 The story of British Malaya and Singapore,
from the days of Victorian pioneers to the denouement of independence, is a momentous episode in
Britain’s colonial past. Through memoirs, letters and interviews, Margaret Shennan chronicles its
halcyon years, the two World Wars, economic depression and diaspora, revealing the attitudes of the
diverse quixotic characters of this now quite vanished world. The British came as fortune-seekers to
exploit Asian trade shipped through Penang and Singapore. They found a mature Asian culture in a land
of palm-fringed shores and primeval jungle. Like modern Romans, they built townships, defences,
communications and hill stations, they spurred a rivalry between the fledgling commercial centres of
Singapore, Penang and Kuala Lumpur, and they superimposed their law and established an
idiosyncratic political system. They also developed the tin and rubber of the Malay States, encouraging
Chinese and Indian immigrants by their open-door policy. The outcome was a vibrant multi-racial
society – the most cosmopolitan in the East.
Zwischen Kollaboration und Widerstand Takuma Melber 2017-10-05 Im Zweiten Weltkrieg
eroberten japanische Truppen nach dem Überraschungsangriff auf Pearl Harbor fast ganz Südostasien.
Auch die malaiische Halbinsel und Singapur standen von Februar 1942 bis zum Kriegsende unter dem
japanischen Sonnenbanner. In seiner Studie zu Japans Besatzung konzentriert sich Takuma Melber
besonders auf Formen der militärischen und politischen Kollaboration, den militärischen chinesischkommunistischen Widerstand gegen die Okkupationsmacht sowie das Auftreten massiver
Gewaltexzesse. Sein Buch bezieht dafür nicht nur Material von alliierten Nachrichtendiensten und die
Sicht der Opfer, sondern ganz wesentlich auch japanische Quellen und damit insbesondere die
Perspektive der Besatzer mit ein. Ausgezeichnet mit dem Förderpreis für Militärgeschichte und
Militärtechnikgeschichte 2017 (2. Platz) Krieg und Konflikt: Herausgegeben von Martin Clauss, Marian
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Füssel, Oliver Janz, Sönke Neitzel und Oliver Stoll
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